A series of presentations sponsored by the Department of Philosophy at SIUC. Unless otherwise noted, all papers will be held in Faner 3059 at 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Agora is free and open to the public. Refreshments will be provided courtesy of the Graduate Philosophy Union.

Any timeslot listed as “AVAILABLE” is open for submission. If you would like to submit please send a copy of the paper you would like to present in any stage of completion to EmRusso87@gmail.com. If you have a specific available date you would like to submit on include that in your e-mail please list that in your e-mail, otherwise you will be given the first available slot.

We are accepting submissions of conference papers, seminar term papers you want to rehabilitate to conference papers, prospectuses, dissertation chapters, or any other research you would like to share with your department for feedback.

If you require disability-related accommodations, please e-mail EmRusso87@gmail.com or call DSS at (618)453-5738 to arrange services. Early requests are encouraged.

Sept. 07—
“(Not) Feeling Your Gender: A Phenomenology of Gender Dysphoria”
Author—Emilia C. Russo

Sept. 21—
“The Feeling of Freedom and the Freedom to Feel: Adornos, Kant, the ‘Additional Factor’”
Author—Micah Klareich

Oct. 5—
“A Deweyan Analysis of Gloria Anzaldua’s Mestiza Consciousness”
Author—Emily Humbert

Oct. 12—
“Nietzsche’s Radical Perspectivism: An Interpretation Operative in Existence”
Author—Ebraheem Safabakhsh

Nov. 2—
“A small plot of new land at all times”: A Deleuzian Treatment of the Colonized Body in Fanon”
Author—Peter Owens
Note: starting at 4:00 p.m.

Nov. 16—
“Phenomenology of the Constitutive Role of Deeds”
Author—David Gray

Nov. 30—
“Cosmophenomenology: the Wave-Form Physics of Consciousness and Alterity”
Author—Wanyoung Kim